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2020 Annual Report

The Coronavirus Global Pandemic

HONORING ALL IN HEALTHCARE, ALL

FRONTLINE WORKERS, ALL LIVES LOST & ALL LIVES SAVED.

Message from the CEO
Dear Friends and Neighbors:
We are pleased to provide this report to you on our activities and performance for 2020.
In these pages, you will find information about Community Medical Center, our efforts on
behalf of the community, and how we did in terms of quality and finance. Most of all, we
hope to demonstrate our commitment to this mission: Serving Others. Caring with
Compassion. Making a Difference.
It was a tough year for a lot of people. While I’m pleased at the way our community
weathered the pandemic and am extremely proud of the deeply caring nurses, aides,
technicians, therapists, practitioners, clerks, and other staff for the way they rose to the
occasion, I also know that the year brought losses, whether due to Covid-19 or other causes. This is true for our
hospital family as well. Additionally, the restrictions of the pandemic meant that we sometimes didn’t get to say
goodbye how we would have liked or that funerals and memorials were smaller than loved ones deserved. We feel
for all those who lost loved ones, as well as for all those suffering due to isolation or the disruption.
For the fifth consecutive year, we were recognized as one of the top 100 overall critical access hospitals in a review
of all hospitals nationally for quality, patient experience, financial strength, outcomes, costs, etc. We are proud of
the honor. More importantly, we hope this suggests that we are still your trusted partner for health and that we
were strong enough that when crisis occurred, we were in a position to respond. For example, even though revenues
were down due to the pandemic, we had reserves sufficient not to worry about our viability, so we could focus on
patients and community. Likewise, we had emergency preparedness policies and teams in place so we could adapt
our operations and ensure we kept people safe.
We take our mission seriously. We want you to be able to count on us, and we thank you for the support that you—
our patients and community—have shown to us as caregivers.

Hospital Administrator
The Nebraska Hospital Association in
partnership with LMC Insurance & Risk
Management
recognized
Nebraska
hospitals that met the required standards,
for the 2020 Hospital Safety Awards.
There were three levels of recognition;
Gold, Silver and Bronze.
Community Medical Center was the
only Nebraska hospital to be awarded
the GOLD SAFETY AWARD.
NHA and LMC honor those hospitals who
surpass safety standards for their hospital.
Jon Borton, Vice President of NHA
Services, Inc. stated, “Safety in our
hospitals is vital to the health and
wellbeing of not only the facility but the
patients they serve. NHA and LMC are
proud to honor these member hospitals’
excellence in safety.”
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CMC Safety Committee team members: (front row) Shelby Kreifels, Teresa Mackey, Ryan
Larsen, Teresa O’Grady (back row) Lisa Kirkendall, Shannon Weinmann, Racy Hullman,
Kathy Messner, Rhonda Harmon. Not pictured, Whitney Lippold and Todd Godemann

Excellence in Care
CMC’s 2020 Employees of the Quarter

Scott Ritchie
Information Technology

Linda Cochran
Dietary

Linda Winkelman, RN
Outpatient Clinic

Sidney Collier
Surgery & Lab

Nominated by their co-workers and selected for outstanding work, CMC was proud to honor and
celebrate the “Employees of the Quarter” with these outstanding employees.

For the fourth consecutive year
CMC was honored as a Top 100
CAH Award winner (and now
most recently received word of
a 5th). CMC continues to meet
and exceed the mission and
commitment of delivering better
quality, better outcomes and
better patient satisfaction.

Tracking the Coronavirus (COVID-19) spread is the responsibility
of all public health organizations. From the World Health Organization to the Center
for Disease Control and our Southeast District Health Department (SEDHD) which
serves the five counties of Richardson, Pawnee, Nemaha, Johnson and Otoe, in
southeast Nebraska, the statistical positivity rate is documented and watched.
As cases of COVID-19 rapidly increased in 2020, Grant Brueggemann, Executive
Director for SEDHD reached out to Community Medical Center. Our Data Analytics
specialists, Ryan Geiler and Hannah Milam developed a COVID-19 dashboard.
Grant liked what he saw and wanted this to be the data source dashboard for
tracking the five county region cases. What started out as a manually intensive
workbook turned into an interactive dashboard.
Through the expertise and diligence of Ryan and Hannah you can view the
dashboard on the SEDHD website. Their next task is putting together a similar
dashboard on the progress of COVID 19 vaccinations. Great job Ryan and Hannah.

Honoring forty-five years of
dedication and compassion
Debbie Gruber, CNA began her career at
Community Hospital (now CMC) in
October 1975. Debbie thoroughly enjoys
her job as a night shift aide and loves
helping the patients and working with her
co-workers. Her forty-five years of
service is a testament of dedication and
compassion to CMC. We are proud to
have had Debbie as part of the CMC
family for all these years, with more to
come. Thank you Debbie for all you’ve
done for our community and medical
facility.
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CMC Vaccination Team

CMC Incident Command Team

How COVID Changed CMC
By, Teresa Mackey, RN & Emergency Department. Supervisor

Pandemic- /pan’demik/ adj. A disease prevalent over a whole
country or the world. Not a word we like to hear in health care. In
January, we heard reports of a respiratory disease caused by a novel
coronavirus. COVID-19. By March, it had spread to the United
States.

CMC CARE Team -Includes
nursing, respiratory therapy,
doctors, pharmacy, lab & more

In partnership with Richardson County Emergency Management
and Southeast District Health Department (SEDHD), CMC was
preparing long before we received our first patient, Because of the
nature and uncertainty of the virus, long-standing emergency
procedures and protocols had to be modified—sometimes multiple
times. On April 6, SEDHD announced the first positive COVID-19
patient in our five-county region. CMC curtailed many nonemergent services and began preparing for a potential surge of
patients beyond our normal capacity. Basic supplies became almost
impossible to find (with dentists, veterinarians, schools, farmers,
and community members offering us their supplies to help). Various
drills with mock patients helped us learn and make changes. Then
we waited.
On May 12, Richardson County received its first positive case.
Although we had trained and practiced for this, the reality hit staff
hard. Many had their own health concerns or had vulnerable family
members.

Care during COVID
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Visiting Loved Ones

Vaccines for CMC Staff

Communication from front-line staff was essential. A hard early lesson
was the impact of false negative test results. One false negative, for
example, resulted in 51 staff members being exposed to COVID-19. While
only one staff member ultimately became sick from those exposures, we
learned to treat every patient as potentially positive and to be diligent
with Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).
Restricting visitors was very hard. We decided that while patients with
Covid-19 couldn’t safely have visitors, other patients needed at least one
support person to help with care. While communication was encouraged
through electronic video or even through windows, it was still heartbreaking for both families and staff to see loved ones separated during
times of need.
Our big surge came in October and November. The test positivity rate was
over 25% and we averaged double-digit new cases each day. Staff worked
day and night to take care of the sick and to cover when co-workers had
to be quarantined. Every department pitched in. PPE shortages continued
to be an issue, and we found that more high-flow oxygen units and
ventilators were needed. All too often, even finding an ambulance to
transport a patient to a tertiary center became difficult or impossible. It
was stressful.
By the end of December, Richardson County had recorded 518 positive
cases and 18 attributed deaths, but hospitalizations and new cases
declined. We were on the downhill side of the surge. COVID vaccinations
started that month, beginning with healthcare workers.

Marilyn Lock, RN, first
person to receive vaccine
at CMC. Administered by
Kathy Messner, RN, IC

We are hopeful for 2021.

Care during COVID
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Hospital Performance

FISCAL YEAR CARE STATISTICS
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Summary Income Statement
FY 2020

FY 2019

FY 2018

Net Patient Service Revenue
Other Revenue
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE

$25,634,178
$2,964,694
__________
$28,598,872

$27,578,985
$263,198
__________
$27,842,183

$27,586,365
$548,793
__________
$28,135,158

Salaries & Benefits
Supplies & Other Expenses
Interest
Depreciation & Amortization
TOTAL EXPENSES

$12,043,535
$11,473,113
$323,600
$2,430,488
__________
$26,270,736

$12,258,443
$12,023,094
$345,762
$2,619,768
__________
$27,247,067

$12,126,149
$12,572,566
$370,302
$2,476,128
__________
$27,545,145

Income from Operations
Other Income or Losses

$2,328,136
$441,477
__________

$595,116
$394,275
__________

$590,013
$358,280
__________

EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER EXPENSES

$2,769,613

$989,391

Summary of Community Benefit
Subsidized Health Services
Bad Debts

Charity Care

Community Services
Medical Education

Community Building Activities
COMMUNITY BENEFITS TOTAL
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FY 2020
_________
$943,616
$165,504
$913,899

$6,471
$6,500

$8,555
_________
$2,044,545

QUALITY
CMC continued to receive
recognition for quality. Efforts
include work by hospital
departments and committees,
including members of the
medical staff, governing board
and community.

FY 2019
________
_

$948,293

$958,085

FY 2018
_________
$746,599

$882,101

$830,106

$15,000

$19,500

$266,192
$7,475

$25,798
_________
$2,154,651

$186,932

$8,175

$56,029
_________
$1,847,341

PATIENT EXPERIENCE
In-patient satisfaction was
again among the best in the
nation at the 96th percentile.
ER satisfaction was down for
much of the year, but we
returned to above the 90th
percentile in the last quarter.

FINANCES
Patient service volume was
down due to the pandemic,
but CMC was able to utilize
grant funds to offset the
decline. CMC has strong
cash reserves that provided
stability throughout the year.

COMMUNITY BENEFIT
CMC follows the plan set out
in its Community Health
Needs Assessment. While a
number of activities were put
on hold, CMC’s Thanksgiving
Turkey Trot continued on a
virtual basis, benefiting the
local food bank. CMC
partnered with Nebraska
Medical Center to conduct
research on ways to improve
rural cardiac health.

Community Health & Wellness
3-D Mammography
CMC’s Women’s Wellness took another vital step forward with the investment of a
new 3-D mammography unit in 2020. The new unit performs Tomosynthesis (3D)
screenings, with upgraded technology that provides more efficient and accurate
mammograms. Women’s health issues are a priority for our community and CMC. We
feel improving women’s health could have a big impact – both for the women
themselves and for their families – since women are often both caregivers and the
drivers of health behaviors in their families.
It is recommended women age 40 and over should have a mammogram every 1 to 2
years. Please call the CMC Imaging Department at 402-245-6556 to schedule your
mammogram. Pictured to the left; Julie Fiegener, CMC Director of Imaging, and a certified
mammography technologist, with a patient.

Family Medicine Clinic – Drive-thru Flu Shot Clinic
Family Medicine Clinic’s first ever drive-thru flu shot clinics were a huge success. With two clinics held in October of
2020, 495 shots were given out to our community members. The FMC staff did an excellent job in planning and
executing this clinic. Typical of Nebraska weather, the first clinic was a beautiful sunny day, but the second clinic gave
us windy, rainy weather. Again, our staff worked extra hard and did a great job. Thank you to everyone involved.
Photo by Melissa Dunbar

Virtual Turkey Trot
Throughout 2020, CMC’s community events were cancelled due to COVID-19
health measures that were put in place. Therefore, the Community Medical
Center Foundation organized a “VIRTUAL” Turkey Trot Challenge. The
walk/run was held during the week of Thanksgiving. Participants registered
online and sent in pictures of them walking and their route, via social media.
Almost fifty people participated, and many put teams together to enjoy the
great outdoors. The proceeds helped purchase holiday turkeys from the local
Falls City Mercantile for the SENCA Food Pantry.
The Team of Julie D. Bauman, CPA came through with the largest group of
walkers/runners! Thanks so much JDB and to everyone that participated,
donated and helped make the event a success.
Pictured to the right; Julie and Matt Bauman and Buddy. Submitted by JDB, CPA
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Through the uncertainty, fear, masks, sadness; we
found courage, strength, teamwork, empathy, a
vaccine and

HOPE for our future.

Serving Others, Caring with Compassion, Making a Difference
ON COVER PAGE – Josie Weaver, RN, CMC
Photographs on Cover page, 2, 3, 4 & 5 by Jessica Santo Photography
Back page photo by, Sidney Collier

